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Describes and rates more than twenty thousand videos, and provides indexes by theme, awards, actors, actresses, and directors.
The updated sixth edition of the comprehensive film reference features more than 7,500 alphabetically organized entries on the
artistic, technical, and commercial aspects of movies, including style, genres, actors and actresses, directors, producers, and
motion picture studios. Original. 20,000 first printing.
This is an aphabetical critical guide to films, based on Time-Out reviews since the mid-1980s. It covers every area of world
cinema, including: classic silents and 1930s comedies, documentaries and the avant garde, French or Japanese, the Hollywood
mainstream and B-movie horrors. Features include cast lists and other key creative personnel, more than 110 obituary notes from
2001/2002 and indexes covering film by country, genre, subject, director and actor. This new edition includes a new Time Out
readers' top 100 film poll, plus 2001/2002 Oscar and BAFTA awards, as well as prizes from the Berlin, Venice and Cannes
festivals.
Traditional Chinese edition of "I am number four" - Amazon Best Books of the Month, August 2010. The science fiction about
aliens taking refuge on earth is now a movie released on February 18, 2011. In Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Back in print after more than fifteen years, this American Film Institute Catalog covers the decade of the sixties. This was the era
in which films began to challenge the taboos on sex and violence and treated social issues in a new light. Included in this volume
are The Wild Bunch, Bonnie and Clyde, Guess Who's Coming to Dinner? and Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf? The decade also
produced such all-time classics as The Sound of Music, To Kill a Mockingbird, and The Graduate.
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In the Royal States of America, magic rules all, but life—and love—always finds a way. When a sinking oil tanker threatens to
destroy the picturesque coastline of France, search and rescue diver Jack Alders and his waveweaving talent stand between
France and a record-breaking oil spill. But what Jack finds on board the dying ship will forever change the course of the Royal
States and puts him in the sights of a royal tyrant out for blood.
Every 3rd issue is a quarterly cumulation.
The American Film Institute Catalog has won great praise for its comprehensiveness, reliability, and utility. These volumes are an
essential purchase for every library, and individual researchers will also find them indispensable. This newest AFI volume contains
over 4,300 entries for feature-length films produced in the United States in the 1940s. The decade was an important and
transitional one for filmmakers. Societal changes from the war years were reflected in films, and in the late 1940s the rise of
television, the Hollywood blacklist, and the breakup of studio-owned theater chains greatly affected the number and types of films
produced. Among films newly viewed for the book are such well-known classics as Citizen Kane, The Best Years of Our Lives, and
Casablanca, along with less heralded films such as Fighting Men of the Plains and The Strange Death of Adolf Hitler. Entries
include complete cast and crew credits, extensive plot summaries, and notes and sources for further study. A large accompanying
volume provides access to the films through nine separate indexes, including personal and corporate names, subjects, and
genres.
Offers more than 360,000 words and 550,000 translations and explores idiomatic variations in meaning.
The people have spoken--and it's thumbs-up for Video Hound! With 21,000 videos reviewed and rated, this is "the best darn videomovie guide there is". (The Niagara Gizette). Used as the database of choice for Blockbuster Video's new "Movie Guide".
Lucifer, lords of hell, fallen angels, demons, corrupted mortals, hell spawn, and the dark creatures of nightmares. The Devil's Own
series is just starting! You’re Lucifer’s daughter. That’s bad, right? Could get worse, if you asked Ashmielle, the devil’s own. Her
soul’s been splintered and she’s addicted to consuming souls. Samazrael, her soul mate and bodyguard has finally Ashmielle
again, only to lose her to her addiction and a demon gone bad. These two will need a little help. Devil in disguise... Warning:
Unputdownable action-packed fantasy, with a touch of romance which features Lucifer, lords of hell, fallen angels, demons, hell
spawn, and the dark creatures of nightmares.

Features entries and filmographies for 15,000 actors and actresses, American and foreign, who have been active
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between 1967 and 1980, regardless of the size of their parts
A guide to programs currently available on video in the areas of movies/entertainment, general interest/education,
sports/recreation, fine arts, health/science, business/industry, children/juvenile, how-to/instruction.
This comprehensive guide contains the most extensive listing of movies available on video--with 1,000 new movies,
added categories, and more--plus a multitude of cross-referencing within its 13 primary indexes.
This guide to the film industry from the 1900s to the present day has now been updated with John Walker's critiques of
the films that have been turning heads in 2002/3. It delivers all the cast and crew credits, fun trivia and behind-the-scenes
information you need on thousands of movies (over 23,000) including hundreds of new ones. This perennial guide also
includes plot synopses and critical evaluations, as well as video cassette, laser disc and DVD availability. Reader friendly
icons denote films suitable for family viewing, Academy Award Winners and nominees, soundtrack availability and video
format compatibility. The guide also contains lists of four-star and three-star films by title and year.
Containing the most extensive listing of movies available on video and a multitude of cross-referencing within its 10
primary indexes, this new edition includes 1,000 new movies (23,000 in all), expanded indexing, a fresh new introduction
and more of the beloved categories.
What if Eve’s temptation wasn’t forbidden fruit? What if she fell in love with Adam’s first wife, Lilith, and their love was
what provoked God’s wrath? They bear the brunt of God’s curse upon their forbidden love; lifetime after lifetime, they
find one another and fall in love. In the garden of Eden, He vowed that their souls would be entwined throughout the
ages; they would find one another and fall in love, only to be cruelly torn apart again and again. In the eighteenth century,
France is gripped by the turmoil and danger of revolution. In one of France’s most violent eras, these two cursed but
determined souls cross again. Now known as Anna and Katherine, they step up for their eternal dance with destiny and
find themselves ripped apart when Anna’s parents force her into an arranged marriage. Heartbroken, Katherine flees to
Paris where she takes work in a brothel and must find a way to thwart a madman’s murderous rampage. But the two
women find themselves in each other’s path again and they must break the curse or be pulled apart yet again, only this
time it’s life or death.
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Happiness, fear, lust, greed, anger, love... Those emotions surround us every day. Do you think you could handle feeling all those emotions
from everyone by just stepping outside? Iris has lived her life in hiding because of this, and being part of the world was more than she could
bear. The only person who could ever get close was Adam, and she ran away from him too. She turned her back on the only man who ever
loved her, and now she needs his help to save the world. The gift she thought was a curse turned out to be more than she have could
possibly imagined. With secrets revealed Iris’s world has become surreal. Adam has never stopped loving Iris. Even the time they spent
apart never dulled his passion for the woman he rescued long ago. When he saw her standing on his doorstep shaking from pain and cold, it
was as if nothing ever changed. She asked him to believe, to understand, and now together they are in a battle for their lives. Will the love
that never ceased to simmer carry them through the coming storm, or will it be left to blow away in the dry desert sand?
Angel MineDahlia Rose Unscripted
It was the year 1615. Two years passed since Safari City ended its decades-old civil war. Yet, many reptiles and amphibians still lived in a
divided world, where mammals reigned supreme. Sick of her lowly status, Elizabeth "Liz" Gecko abandoned home and trained to become an
elite soldier. During a rescue mission, a freak accident plunged her ten years into the past. As Liz raced against time to get back to the
present, old familiar faces emerged, forcing her to reflect on her past reckless behavior. With that epiphany, should Liz risk changing history?
What would be the consequences of amending her past mistakes?
Features alphabetically organized entries on the artistic, technical, and commercial aspects of movies, including style, genres, actors and
actresses, directors, producers, and motion picture studios.
More than 23,000 entries provide plot summaries, a star rating, and information on casts, writers, directors, producers, awards, and alternate
titles, with quotations from contemporary reviews.

Lyra carries the fire of the star within her. She a royal dragon on Paladin, half-human, half-dragon and all woman.
Growing up hearing of the adventures and intrigue of humankind. She decides to leave the comfort and riches of her
gilded cage to live a life of service as an officer of the law on Earth. Human beings are difficult creatures. Keeping them
safe and protecting them from things that go bump in the night human or otherworldly. Well it’s a challenge, but one she
takes seriously. Cops trust each other; her human partner Everett Craig can’t ever know she’s a dragon or a royal.
Keeping that secret from him day in and day out can put a strain on their relationship. When a kidnapping and murder
happens one of the pieces of evidence seemed to be directed at her. Its appearance could threaten all she had built in
her new life. Will her secrets be revealed, or can Lyra keep the truth hidden? Things are made far more complicated
when Dragon Warriors appear to bring her home by force if necessary. How is she supposed to explain that to Everett?
Can she buy some time for herself, solve the case and keep her partner blissfully unaware, all without being exposed?
She thinks so (or rather hopes so) that is until Dael leader of the Paladin Warriors, her betrothed- and most certainly not
by choice comes to earth himself. Bless it.
The alternative life raft in a sea of similarity, VideoHound competes on content, categories, and indexing, but the
dramatic difference is the attitude. Irreverent, slightly tongue-in-cheek, the Hound never takes himself too seriously. The
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1997 edition, fully expanded and updated with 1,000 new entries, provides information and opinions on 22,000-plus
videos--more than any other guide on the market--including documentaties, made-for-TV movies, and animated features.
Includes Web site entertainment directory.
Presents literary criticism on the works of poets of all nations, cultures, and time periods. Critical essays are selected
from leading sources, including published journals, magazines, books, reviews, diaries, newspapers, broadsheets,
pamphlets, and scholarly papers.
For more than a century, people have been drawn to sites of tragedy involving the rich, beautiful and notorious of
Hollywood. Tourists at the center of the movie universe flock to Rudolph Valentino’s grave, the house where Marilyn
Monroe died, the “O.J. murders” condo, the hotel where John Belushi overdosed, a myriad of haunted mansions. In its
extensively researched and enlarged second edition, this book tells the stories of these locations and makes finding them
simple. Seventeen driving tours include more than 650 sites. Each tour covers a specific area, from Hollywood and the
Sunset Strip to Brentwood and Malibu, covering the entire Los Angeles basin. Concise, easy-to-follow directions are
given to each location with 145 photos and the fascinating story behind each stop.
A must for movie fans and trivia buffs alike, this famed film guide contains a wealth of information and is fully updated to
include the latest stars. The more than 10,000 alphabetically arranged entries provide complete details on each film,
including award-winners and nominees, personal data on actors and directors, notes from critics, and more.
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